
Park Hill – Quasimodo of Sheffield? 

It looms above the city, peering over the skyline lies the largest grade II listed building 

in Europe - Park Hill. This is a building that has divided a city, hailed by some as a 

masterpiece and vilified by others as a monstrosity – it is one of the most controversial 

buildings in Europe. Proudly situated in the top 5% of protected buildings in the 

country Park Hill still evokes a strong emotional response from the inhabitants of 

Sheffield. Some hail it as a part of the cities heritage, a beacon atop the hills 

representing innovation and ambition. Others condemn it as a concrete bane, a 

malignant dystopian tumour that need be demolished. These responses arouse 

questions – why are some people relentlessly vitriolic towards the structure whilst 

others have a deep rooted respect and admiration for it? How can a building be so 

divisive? Why does Park Hill exist & where did it come from? To understand these 

issues the answers can be found in the past... 

WWII is the catalyst in all of this, from the ashes of devastation Europe felt activated 

to remedy all its faults - to not only get back on its feet but to culturally evolve. 

Pioneers intended to utilize the debris stricken canvas and create a radical new world. 

However, despite the bold new solutions to the problems countries faced, they were 

solidly grounded by the budget and the sensitive economical situation. How could 

they create something radical within a budget? The answer - Brutalism. As a 

movement Brutalism was inspired by French architect Le Corbusier's seminal building 

that was opened in 1952 titled: 'Unite D'Habitation'. The intention of the structure was 

to create an autonomous community within a single structure - complete with a retail 

outlet, sporting/medicinal/educational facilities, a hotel & a children's paddling pool 

located on the rooftop. The aesthetic features of the building utilize exposed beton 

brut (rough cast concrete) as the frame - this wasn't the initial material choice it came 

by default after a steel frame proved too expensive in the post war economical climate. 

The Unite D'Habitation is twelve stories high and boasts 337 apartments. This 

towering structure followed the modernist trend of building upwards as practical 

means of saving ground coverage. Le Corbusier had created something wonderful – 

this innovative conceptual design greatly inspired young upcoming British architects 

Jack Lynn & Ivor Smith to design what would result in Park Hill.  

 

 

 

 



 

- Le Corbusier’s ‘Unite D’Habitation’ 

Post war Britain had a problem - that problem was housing. The post war world was 

developing at an exponential rate, with space age domestic appliances becoming 

widely available and new materials appearing daily the world felt galvanized to grow 

and rise out of the ashes it was surrounded by - people wanted a new world, a true 

phoenix story. Given Sheffield’s industrial heritage, there was a large volume of 

terraced housing that was home to thousands. The living conditions within these 

estates were treacherous, without access to the proper sanitary facilities, disease and 

illness spread quickly. Additionally to this the dense estate created a labyrinth which 

fostered high amounts of crime earning a specific estate the nickname ‘Little Chicago’ 

in reference to the infamously corrupt American city. This estate would become 

ground zero for a social project more ambitious and formidable than any predecessor 

in Europe. Jack & Ivor intended to remedy the social/residential problems 

pragmatically by utilizing the conceptual design first demonstrated by Le Corbusier. 

Park Hill was inspired by the concept of 'Streets In The Sky' - an idea that created a 

synthesis of Le Corbusier's bold autonomous community with an added unique 

element of a community that operated in the sky – where the future would be. Jack & 

Ivor didn't want to simply create a place for the community to live, they wanted to 

create a self sufficient utopia.  



They dreamt of streets in the sky big enough for children to play on as if they had 

never left the neighbourhood, streets in the sky big enough to drive a milk float 

through - this is the epitome of the quixotic ideal: that milk men will be driving high 

in the sky dropping off bottles of milk in the morning to these people living in the 

celestial utopia. They intended to re-house all the residents of 'Little Chicago' next to 

their old neighbours because the key concept in this project was the idea of 

community - they intended to maintain that familiarity, they didn't want to divide the 

community apart because they saw the necessity of unity - so strong was this ideal that 

the separate sectors of the new building would be named after the old streets from 

which the people hailed (e.g - Hague Row, Long Henry Row). It was destined to be 

perfect - they would extract functional elements of design from Le Corbusier and 

expand on it. The design situated various businesses and civic services on the ground 

floor (which is where communities would naturally congregate). This meant that in an 

average day a family could be catered to in every regard. The father could go off to 

work whilst the mother took the children to the school on the ground floor. Once she 

had done that she could travel to the chemist to pick up her prescription, then to the 

butchers to get some meat for dinner and after that to the fashion outlet to browse. By 

the time she’s finished there she can pick the kids up from school and meet their 

father in the pub situated on the other side of the estate where they can all socialize 

with their neighbours. If by the time they left the pub it was raining – it wouldn’t be an 

issue, the ergonomic design of Park Hill meant that you can walk the entirety of the 

structure without ever being exposed to the elements.  

 

- Streets In The Sky 1960’s 



The concept was intended to encompass an entire community; it spliced traditional 

community ideals with innovative contemporary design. It catered to the nuclear 

families needs practically and socially, providing every kind of necessary interaction 

within a secure concrete citadel. The Brutalist design meant that construction 

wouldn’t be cripplingly expensive and the spectacular design and sheer ambition of 

the project convinced the council to green light the project into construction. Jack & 

Ivor’s dreams were about to become tangible. Park Hill was officially opened on June 

16th 1961 in the beam of an international spotlight – to appease the curious masses 

brochures detailing the project were distributed in multiple languages. The future 

looked bright for not only Sheffield but for the whole of England. Park Hill stood as a 

monument to new age innovation and futuristic housing solutions – a large stride 

forward to a functional, egalitarian Britain. One year into it’s lifespan Park Hill 

received the ‘Good Design’ award by The Royal Institute of British Architects. The 

community thrived, there was as planed a great sense of community and the city of 

Sheffield basked in its victory as a pioneer spearheading the new world, but as the 

skyline of Sheffield had learnt...things never stay the same. 

Following the high unemployment rates of the 1970’s and the gradual collapse of the 

industrial sector within Sheffield the future grew dimmer. People were no longer 

looking towards the future; rather they were assessing their own current situation. The 

country was losing its momentum and ambition. Park Hill was not immune to these 

changes. The streets in the sky became easy, unsupervised rendezvous points for drug 

dealers and lurking thieves. Gradually, the middle class professionals moved on to 

safer, more detached properties where there could be a more distinguished sense of 

ownership instead of carbon copy compartmentalization. Park Hill gradually became a 

social housing location. It became a hotbed for crime – as though the intangible 

immorality of the earth beneath it had permeated through the concrete foundations 

and infected another community – Little Chicago resurfaced in spirit. The 

impenetrable fortress that lay on the skyline of Sheffield was difficult to police, they 

had replaced one cobbled labyrinth for an equally as tricky rough cast concrete maze. 

The beton brut design that was borrowed from Le Corbusier’s ‘Unite D’Habitation’ 

never considered the fact that Le Corbusier’s project was executed in the very dry, very 

sunny south of France. Beton brut doesn’t fair as well in a maritime English 

environment, gradually the exterior of the building began eroding and falling apart. 

Situated next to the train station the passing trains coated the building in a murky 

smut taking the futuristic white look away and replacing it with a repugnant ashy grey 

– Park Hill had failed.  

 

 



 

- Streets In The Sky 2015 

The project was omitted from the public consciousness but not out of the public sight 

– it loomed over the city as a grim reminder of a failed socialist project. The cities 

morale had dropped and all had failed. For decades the building stood as a resented 

Gomorrah, housing all the undesired members of the public. Drug addicts, thieves, 

criminals. Cases of gun and knife crime became frequent; in certain cases women 

leaving for work were robbed by addicts in hours as early as 10am. Sheffield council 

had replaced one problem for another. The council had a problem on its hands – what 

did it do with the building? Did it demolish the gargantuan dystopia or did it still 

serve a purpose? Given the sheer magnitude of the structure this was deliberated for 

many years until in 1997, amidst extreme controversy the building was awarded grade 

II listed status – preserving it from the eager wrecking balls of the bitter industrialists 

who identified Park Hill as final reminder of the cities futurist failure. Urban 

redevelopers ‘Urban Splash’ have taken on the refurbishment project, they noted that 

whilst the social aspects of the structure were dysfunctional, structurally the building 

was sound. Whilst there was minor cosmetic damage to the facade this wasn’t un- 

repairable. Urban Splash intend to ‘gut out’ the structure and develop modern flats 

with floor to ceiling windows, they noted the buildings ideal location which provides a 

city wide view of Sheffield. If converted properly, this building has the potential to be 

revitalized and salvaged – hopefully, the spirit of Little Chicago isn’t residual. 



We now see why the building evokes such a strong emotional response – a city that 

had invested its spirit into a project, a city that had its eyes fixed to the sky in 

wondrous optimism, a city that felt charged to dust off the debris of destruction and 

stand in the light - only to see their dreams shattered, to see the foulest facets of their 

community devour their utopia & to be bitterly reminded of this aberration every time 

they look upwards. Brutalist buildings are often disregarded as hideous, by not only 

the working class community of Sheffield but oppositely by the declarations of lavish 

royalty – Prince Charles who routinely discredits the architectural movement of 

Brutalism.  For me, architecture isn’t about how pretty a structure looks, within each 

structure is a story, a history, a concept. If you evaluate a building based on its 

aesthetic, Brutalism will always remain the hideous. The beauty of Park Hill isn’t 

apparent in its aesthetic, but in its concept. A utopia was dreamt of , a way of life that 

could perhaps have been simpler – but a variety of influences collapsed the idea. Park 

Hill is most certainly a heritage site and is most certainly beautiful to me in every 

regard.  

Walking through the now abandoned & eerily still streets in the sky with my hand 

running across the coarse concrete I felt a palpable connection to a by-gone 

community, observing the quiet pub where people would meet and socialise, the play 

area which is now rusted, the courtyard which lies empty - reminiscent of  Chernobyl 

and 1984 with security cameras peering around. When I visited Park Hill I stood on 

the ground floor by dinted aluminium elevator doors...I took a chance and pushed the 

button to the lift and it opened, still surprisingly functional – I stepped alone into the 

claustrophobic container unsure if it’d break down with me inside...pushing the 

button the doors squeaked closed as the broken electronic voice murmured something 

unintelligible to me. The whirring began and the elevator ascended. Arriving on one of 

the floors safely I was relieved and exhilarated...the doors spread open revealing a 

street in the sky and for a moment I felt I was home. 

 


